We give a method for expressing the modular j-invariant function J in a rational function of generators of the modular function field with respect to the modular group Γ 0 (N ). In the case the genus of the modular function field is positive, using this expression, we can determine isomorphism classes of elliptic curves corresponding to solutions of the defining equation, deduced from these generators, of the modular curve X 0 (N ). For every N from 6 to 50 and further for N = 52, we give computational results for the expression of J, the generators and the defining equation.
Introduction
For a positive integer N, let Γ 0 (N) be the subgroup of SL 2 (Z) defined by
Let X 0 (N) be the modular curve associated with Γ 0 (N) and g 0 (N) the genus of X 0 (N). We know that non-cuspidal points P of X 0 (N) correspond bijectively to isomorphism classes of pairs of an elliptic curve E and its standard cyclic subgroup of order N. For a non-cuspidal (resp.cuspidal) point P of X 0 (N), we define the j-invariant j(P ) of P by the j-invariant of the elliptic curve E (resp. ∞). It is our problem to find an effective method for computing j(P ) for the points P which are given by non-singular solutions of a defining equation of X 0 (N). This problem has been studied by R.Fricke [2] in the case g 0 (N) = 0 and by D.Elkies [1] in the case N is a prime number other than 37 and X 0 (N) is elliptic or hyperelliptic. Further the case X 0 (N) is hyperelliptic and N is not prime has been studied by T.Hibino and N.Murabayashi [3] . Recently the case X 0 (N) is bielliptic was studied by T.Yamauchi. In the case X 0 (N) is hyperelliptic or bielliptic, their results are based on the fact that X 0 (N) has an involution and on the trace formula used to compute the Fourier coefficients of cusp forms. The method presented here is rather classical but can be applied to the case X 0 (N) is neither hyperelliptic nor bielliptic. Let . We note that the functions F N , R N obtained by our method are Q-rational. In section 2, we give basic results needed for our purpose. In section 3, we explain how to construct functions of A 0 (N) required to compute F N (X, Y ) and R N (X, Y ). In sections 4,5 we give computational results for every N from 6 to 50. We note that any N > 5 such that g 0 (N) = 0, 1 are contained in this extent. Further we also include a result for N = 52 the smallest integer such that X 0 (N) is neither hyperelliptic nor bielliptic.
Expression for functions by generators
Let R be a Riemann surface of genus g and K the function field of R. For a point P on R we denote by K(P ) the subring of K consisting of all functions regular at any points other than P . For f ∈ K(P ), we denote by d P (f) the order of pole of f at P . If P is a non-Weierstrass point, then for every positive integer i, there exists a function
of Chapter 2 of [6] . Let t P be a local parameter at P . For F ∈ K(P ), we denote by c(F ) the leading coefficient of the expansion of F by t P .
Theorem 2.1. Let P be a non-Weierstrass point and F i be the functions of K(P ) with d P (F i ) = g + i and c(F i ) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , g + 1.
(1) If g = 0, then K is generated by F 1 over C. If g > 0, then K is generated by F 1 and F 2 over C.
Proof. For a function H ∈ K, the sum d(H) of orders of all poles of H equals to the degree [K : F 2 )] = 1. This shows (1). Since P is a non-Weierstrass point, for a non-constant function F ∈ K(P ), we have d P (F ) > g. We shall prove (2) by induction concerning the order n = d P (F ). Take non-negative integers and k so that n = (2g + 1) + k and k ≤ 2g. Put
Assume g > 1. Let K be a field such that all coefficients of the t P -expansion of
Therefore we have a system of linear relations
Consider the following system of linear equations of indeterminates X 1 , . . . ,
Theorem 2.2. The system of linear equations (2) has a unique solution
Proof. Let A be the coefficient matrix of (2) and u i,j be the ij-component of A. Then
Consider the determinant |A| = σ∈S g−1 sgn(σ)A(σ) of A ,where S g−1 is the symmetric group of degree g − 1 and sgn(σ) denotes the signature of σ and
By proceeding this discussion, we have σ = I d . This is a contradiction. Therefore m + n < g − 1. Further
Hence d P (|A|) = g 2 − 1. In particular, |A| = 0. Hence we have our assertion.
. Then it has the following form:
where
Proof. The assertion follows from Lemmas 1,2 and 3 of [4] and the fact that F 1 and F 2 have poles only at P and have K-rational t P -expansions at P .
Modular functions with respect to Γ 0 (N)
Let P be a cusp of X 0 (N) and assume P is a non-Weierstrass point. Let A 0 (N )(P ) be the subring of A 0 (N) consisted of all modular functions regular at any points other than P . We shall propose a method to construct functions
First we consider the modular function field A 1 (N) with respect to the group
For a positive integer n, let us consider the semi-group S n = (Z/nZ)/{±1} and the group S × n = (Z/nZ) × /{±1}. Let θ n be the canonical map of Z to S n . Obviously the set S n has a Z-action with respect to the product given by Z × S n (t, a) → ta = θ n (t)a ∈ S n . For a ∈ S N , let {a} be the integer uniquely determined by the condition that 0 ≤ {a} ≤ N/2 and θ N ({a}) = a. Furthermore, for α ∈ Z, we put {α} = {θ N (α)}. For a real number x, we denote by [x] the greatest integer not exceeding x. 
In [5] , we showed the function W a ∈ A 1 (N) and it has neither zeros nor poles on the complex upper half-plane. We shall determine the order of W a at the cusps of Γ 1 (N). In [5] , [7] , all inequivalent cusps of Γ 1 (N) are given by pairs of integers u, t such that 1 ≤ t ≤ N/2 or t = N and for each t,
otherwise). It is known that q
D is a local parameter at the cusp u, t , where q = exp(2πiτ /N).
In particular, the order o Q (a) is independent of u.
Proof. The assertion is obtained from the similar argument in Lemmas 1 and 2 of [5] .
Corollary 3.3. (1) W a has a pole at Q if and only if {ta
(2) W a has a zero at Q if and only if {ta 2 } < {ta 1 }, {ta 3 
}.
Proof. The assertions are obvious.
We note the functions W a has neither poles nor zeros at the cusps u, N . In the below to simplify the notation, we shall denote by
N . Since we use the functions of the form [1,2,k] in §4 and 5, we determine the cusps where W [1,2,k] has poles or zeros.
Proposition 3.4. Let k and t be integers such that
(1) W a has a pole at Q if and only if is even,
(2) W a has a zero at Q if and only if is even,
Proof. By Corollary 3.3, W a has a pole at Q if and only if t < {2t}, {kt}. By Lemma 3.1, we see t < {2t} if and only if t 1 < 2/3. If is even (resp.odd), then t < {kt} if and only if t 1 > /(k − 1) (resp. t 1 < ( + 1)/(k + 1)). Therefore we have (1). Since 1/W a = W [2,1,k] , a zero of W a is a pole of W [2,1,k] . By the similar argument we have (2). 
Let us consider the factor group G(N)
Then obviously T (F ) ∈ A 0 (N). We denote by T (a, b) and T (a) the functions T (W a W b ) and T (W a ) respectively. The function T (a) may be regarded as a special case of functions
We know T (a, b) has poles only at the cusps of X 0 (N). Denote by ν R (a, b) the order of T (a, b) at the cusp R of X 0 (N). Then we have
Proof. By §2 of [5] , W a (M λ (τ )) = W λa (τ ). This shows (1). The assertion (2) is obvious from (1). The assertion (3) is deduced from Theorem 3.2.
The q-expansion T (a, b) R of T (a, b) at R can be obtained in the following way. Let N * be the largest divisor of N prime to D.
The expansion of the right hand side is deduced from the following lemma.
See Proof of Lemma 1 of [5] and II.5 of [9] . 
Proof. The assertion (1) has been obtained in [7] . 
with u = exp(2πiz). Put
.
. Thus any coefficients of
. Therefore we have (2) . The assertion (3) To find the functions F i ∈ A 0 (N)(P ), at first, for a suitably chosen integer L ≥ 2, we consider the set E L of pairs {a, b} of triples a, b satisfying the following condition for divisors D of N,
where s runs over all integers such that
up to a constant. Otherwise, we should search for F i among linear combinations of T (a, b)'s ({a, b} ∈ E L ) over Q. After obtaining the functions F 1 , . . . , F go(N )+1 , we proceed as follows.
1.
We compute F N (X, Y ) using Theorem 2.3.
2.
We set up the system of linear equations (2) by expressing F 2 ) by solving the system of linear equations in 2. 4. For each cusp Q = P of X 0 (N), we take a linear combination G Q of F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F g 0 (N )+1 over Q(ζ N ) and an integer m Q so that G Q has zero of order as large as possible at Q, m Q is as small as possible,
We compute the polynomial
Proof. Since the expansions T (a, b) P have Q-rational coefficients, Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.8 imply
We remark that by (3) of Theorem 3.8, we can take
. Since R N (X, Y ) tends to be much more complicated as N becomes large, in general, it is better to present J as a system of equations in the following form:
By the result of numerical experiments, we conjecture that the functions F i are given by linear combinations of the functions T (a, b) for any N, but at this point, we are unable to prove it.
Examples
We treat with the cases N = 14 and 52 as examples. The integer N = 14 is the smallest non-prime integer such that X 0 (N) is an elliptic curve and the integer N = 52 is the smallest integer such that X 0 (N) is neither hyperelliptic nor bielliptic. Let P = 1, 1 0 . First we consider the case N = 14. Then we get 
Put X = F 1 , Y = F 2 . By using F 1,1 and F 2,1 , from Theorem 2.3, we deduce:
Since J has a pole of order 14/D at 1, D 0 , J (X + 1) 4 X 2 (X − 7) ∈ A 0 (14)(P ).
By Theorem 2.1 we have
, where 
The curve X 0 (14) has six Q-rational points Q = (7, 25), [ 
we have
By solving the system of linear relations of
, where U i and Δ are given in the following table.
and is a polynomial of F 6 of degree 12. Let C i be the coefficients of F i 6 . Then they are given as follows.
Computational results
For each N from 6 to 50, we have computational results for the functions 
(ii) the case g 0 (N) = 1 Put X = F 1 , Y = F 2 and we express J = (A + BY )/C with A, B, C ∈ Q[X]. [6, 7, 9] : 
